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ABSTRACT

Wereviewtheresultsof recentmicroscopicmeasurementsof fluxline structurez_and their
breakdownin the high=Tc superconductorsBSCCOand YBCO. These resultsshowclear
effectsof flux latticemelting,dimensionalcrossoverand pinning,The-.hupdifferonccs in........._..<.,.......... : l

behaviourofthe fluxlatticein thesetwomaterialscanbe understoodtheoretically.
.o

1. Introduction

Although a great deal of information about flux structures in superconductors can be
obtained from macroscopic measurements, microscopic techniques are needed to establish
what is really happening in the mixed state. This began with the observation of flux lines
by neutron diffractionI and the Bitter "decoration" technique 2 then muon spin rotation 3,
scanning tunnelling spectroscopy 4 and the technical tour-de-force of Lorentz force
microscopyS; it is also possible that NMR can give information about flux line structures
and motion in small particles6. However, the Bitter and STS techniques can only be used
to observe flux structures at surfaces, and Lorentz microscopy requires a sample thin
enough to transmit electrons, so neutron diffraction and pSR are the methods of choice for
observing the bulk. Both detect the magnetic field: the magnetic moment of the neutron
allows it to be diffracted by the spatial variation of magnetic field, whereas the precession
of muon spins gives a measure of the distribution of values of field in the mixed state. The
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techniques are complementary: the field distribution given by _SR may require model-
' dependent interpretation, but a signal is always obtained in an experiment. The detection

of diffracted neutrons requires that there is a sufficiently ordered flux structure and that the
Bragg condition is satisfied, otherwise the signal may be too weak to observe. However,
the diffraction pattern gives a fairly direct indication of the flux line structure and values
for Fourier components of the spatial field distribution. In this paper we shall review
recent progress in using these techniques to observe flux structures and their breakdown in
high-T¢ materials. On occasions, we shall compare these results with those obtained by
other means, or in low-T¢ materials.

2. Theoretical Expectations for the Mixed State

2.1 Effects of Anisotropy

The layered structure of high-T¢ superconductors leads to anisotropic magnetic
properties. For the3e high-K materials, London theory with uniaxial anisotropy is a suitable
framework. This leads to the prediction of a distorted-hexagonal flux line la:tice 7. The
reciprocal lattice vectors should lie on an ellipse of axial ratio:

(minor/major) = (cos20 + 7 -2 sin2 O) 'A (1)

where 72 =mc/mab is the effective mass ratio and O is the angle between the field B and
the c direction. The flux lattice orientation is also predicted by this theory: it has the
shortest reciprocal lattice vector perpendicular to the plane containing B and c. However,
the orientation-dependent term in the free energy is weak and falls off with increasing _-
fields, so may be overcome by other effects. '

At low fields and large angles of inclination there is another complication: the
interaction between flux lines can be attr.active9 which would cause chains of flux lines to

run parallel to the plane containing B and c, rather than form a distorted hexagonal lattice. _
Finally, there have been suggestions that a lattice of _ lines may be unstable

with respect to distortions1°, 11 when the field is not parallel to c in a material of sufficient
anisotropy.

2.2 Flux Lattice/Vortex Glass Melting

The high g and anisotropy and the higher temperatures mean that the flux lattice in
high-T c superconductors is much more susceptible to thermal fluctuations than that in
conventional materials. Theories that ignore flux lattice pinning predict that it should
melt 12 to a flux liquid; pinning destroys long range lattice order, giving a "vortex glass"
structure which should undergo a "glass transition" to a resistive vortex liquid state 13. In
either case, electrical resistance should only become zero below the melting line, which
may also be an "irreversibility line''!4, below which the magnetic properties are hysteretic.
These results imply that Hc2(T) is no longer a phase transition, since mobile
superconducting fluctuations are present both above and below it; instead it is a
"crossover line" below which the strength of the superconductivity increases rapidly.



2.3 Effects of Layered Structure

It has become clear that an anisotropic continuum model is insufficient to describe
the superconducting properties of the most anisotropic materials. Instead, they should be
regarded as current-carrying superconducting CuO: layers interacting weakly by
.iosephson and magnetic coupling. Flux lines can then be represented as a stack of
"pancake vortices" 15with each pancake having the current flows and fields due to a point i

vortex in a single superconducting layer. Above a field given byl6,17:

B20 m, ¢I,o/(3' s)2 (2)
i°

(¢I,o is the flux quantum and s is the interlayer spacing), the intraplane interaction between (
pancakes becomes _eater than the interplane one and 3-d flux lines should "decompose"
or "dislocate" into pancakes. Thermal fluctuations can also break up flux lines 15.

If a magnetic field is applied parallel to the CuO 2 planes, flux line cores will form _'i
preferentially between the planes: this can give "intrinsic pinning"Is by the layered !:;
structure of the material. _.

3. Results in YBCO , -

3.1 Field Parallel to e
-

Neutron diffraction by flux lines in YBCO with the field perpendicular to the CuO:
planes gives a square pattern with four strong peaks (but noticeable intensity spread out
between them) 19,20.21,22 This has no...Atled us to deduce that the flux lines form a square
lattice: indeed, the most likely explanation is that the flux lines formtwo l-dimensionally
ordered domains, with flux-line plane orientations controlled by pinning to the two
possible sets of twin-planes 2°,21. The average flux line plane-spacing is sometimes closer
to that for a triangular lattice, and sometimes to a square one, varying with field and
sample. With strong effects of pinning, it is not surprising that flux lattice melting has not
been observed by neutron diffraction in these twinned samples, since it has been shown by
resistivity measurements 23 that disorder destroys the sharp resistive transition (probably
melting) which can be seen in detwinned crystals of YBCO 24

3.2 Inclined FieM Stn, cture

When the field is applied at a sufficiently lar._'::angle to c, distorted hexagonal lattices
are seen2°.21-22, and the angular dependence of the disto_ion is consistent with Eq. 1. If
the field is sufficiently nearly parallel to one set of twin planes, then two of the six
diffraction spots are much stronger than the othersl9,22: it is possible that this pattern is
due to a hexagonal lattice in one part of the sample plus l-dimensional ordering in that
part strongly affected by the twin planes.

In general, the flux lattice orientation is no_.Athat given by anisotropic London theory 7
(in one situation where this appears to be the case 19, the orientation was controlled by



n

twin plane pinning, because the field direction lay within one set of twin planes). In the
low Tc layered material NbSe2, the results 25,8 also diverge from London theory.

A most interesting situation is when the field is applied at large and equal angles to
both sets of twin planes. In this case, two distorted hexagonal lattices are formed 21,22,
and their orientaticns are controlled by pinning of one set of flux line planes to the 1-
dimensional defects that are the intersections of the twin planes and CuO 2 planes. This
pinning occurs because YBCO is layered, though it does no__Atrequire isolated pancakes in
order to be effective. When the field is applied at --80° to ¢, then for 3,2 ..- 20, this pinning
mechanism accidentally gives the flux lattice orientation predicted by London theory.
Thus the observation 22 under these conditions of strong diffracted spots perpendicular to
the Be plane does not necessarily support London theory or flux line chains.

4. Flux Lattice Melting and Decomposition in BSCCO

4.1 I.zSRResults

Lee et al.26 recently reported/_SR observations of the field distribution in single-
crystal BSCCO-2212 with the applied field parallel to the c-axis. At low fields and i
temperatures, this distribution was as expected for a triangular lattice of three dimensional '_
flux lines. On heating, the field distribution changed its shape suddenly at a field-
dependent temperature. The shape of the field distribution above this transition is still not !
understood, but it is clearly inconsistent with a triangular flux lattice. The transition line
can be fitted by a flux lattice melting theory 12 with reasonable parameters, so it is natural .

,.

to conclude that it is a microscopic indication of flux lattice melting.
The/_SR field distribution is also a function of trapped field at low temperature 26.

The transition in this ease is rather more gradual, but occurs around the expected value of
decomposition field (Eq. 2)which is less than 0.1 T for the sample employed; the field
distribution at high fields is also in accordance with theoretical expectations 27. We may
conclude that these measurements are strong evidence for the melting of a three-
dimensional flux lattice at low fields, and for its decomposition into pancakes at high fields.

4.2 Neutron Diffraction Results

The #SR results 26 indicated that a search for neutron diffraction signals from a flux :
lattice in BSCCO should be concentrated in a small low-field, low temperature region of
the B-T phase. When this was done 17, a triangular flux lattice was indeed observed
(Fig. 1), and it melted and decomposed as expected, providing clear confirmation of the
interpretation of the #SK data, and direct microscopic observation of these phenomena
predicted by theory. It is of some interest that a hexagonal flux lattice pattern was
obtained at low temperatures, indicating a preferred orientation of the flux lattice within
the sample. Above the melting transition, not even a ring of diffracted intensity was
observed, showing that on melting the flux lines become curved, and maybe even
decomposed into pancakes.



4.3 Magnetisation Results

• The melting line derived from the above two techniques essentially coincides with
amrreversibility line determined from magnetic hysteresis loops 17. Below the melting
transition there is magnetic flux creep, whereas above it, flux behaves as a viscous liquid.
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showing"arrowhead"anomaly:B parallelto c, 25 K.

The decomposition of flux lines into pancakes also appears to have a magnetic
signature: hysteresis loops taken near 25 K (Fig.2) show an anomalous "arrowhead"
shape2s. These results correspond to a non-monotonic dependence of critical current on
field. Although the pinning may be related to dislocation structures 28, it now seems clear
that the arrowhead is caused by dislocation of flux lines into pancakes, which pin more
effectively above the decomposition field. This interpretation has been confirmed by
(unpublished) measurements on samples with different values of _, in which neutron
diffraction, IzSR and magnetisation data all show the expected variation with anisotropy.

5. Conclusions

The very different behaviour of flux lattices in YBCO and BSCCO reflect the very
different pinning mechanisms and anisotropy of the two materials. When detwinned
YBCO samples are investigated by neutron diffraction, we may expect to observe flux line
melting in this material by macroscopic techniques, but at much higher temperatures than
in BSCCO, due to the much smaller anisotropy.

Flux lines have decomposed into pancakes over most of the field range below He2 in
BSCCO; however, we should not expect to observe this phenomenon in YBCO at low
temperatures, since the required field estimated from Eq. 2 for this material is - 100 T.

There is still much to do using microscopic techniques, e.g. effects of field direction,
anisotropy and pinning on flux structures and melting in high- (and low-) Tc materials.
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